PEDESTRIAN GUARDING
Problem

Pedestrians walking through parent roll storage are exposed to the possibility of parent rolls being toppled on them. Administrative controls proved ineffective and would breakdown easily leaving pedestrians vulnerable to this hazard. Clamp truck drivers would forget to place "notice" signs in pathway, hand signals were misunderstood, and signs were left out with no roll movement happening.
Designed 100ft protective steel enclosure through parent roll storage.
Action Taken

• Installed 100ft protective steel enclosure through parent roll storage.
  • Following the facility marking plan, applied green and yellow pathway through parent roll storage.
• Highlighted pedestrian intersection with green and white standardized markings.
Pedestrian Guarding Outputs

- Eliminated the practice of using unreliable administrative controls for pedestrian safety.

- Eliminated the risk of a catastrophic stuck-by incident while walking through parent roll storage.
Pedestrian Safety Team